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Abstract. We consider the linearization problem associated with the quadratic traveling salesman
problem (QTSP). Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a cost matrix Q for the QTSP
to be linearizable. It is shown that these conditions can be verified in O(n5 ) time. Some simpler
sufficient conditions for linearization are also given along with related open problems.

1. Introduction
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is the problem of finding a least-cost Hamiltonian cycle
in an edge-weighted graph. It is one of the most widely studied hard combinatorial optimization
problems. For details on the TSP, we refer to the well-known books [5, 20, 27, 32]. For clarity of
discussion, we will refer to this problem as the linear TSP.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph (directed or undirected) on the vertex set V = {1, . . . , n}. For each
pair (e, f ) of edges in E, a cost qef is prescribed. Let Tn be the set of all
P Hamiltonian cycles (tours)
qef . Then the quadratic
in G. The quadratic cost Q[τ ] of a tour τ ∈ Tn is given by Q[τ ] :=
(e,f )∈τ ×τ

traveling salesman problem (QTSP) is to find a tour τ ∈ Tn such that Q[τ ] is minimum.

The problem QTSP received only limited attention in the literature. A special case of the
adjacent quadratic TSP in which qef is assumed to be zero if edges e and f are not adjacent, is
frequently also called quadratic TSP. This problem has been studied by various authors recently [13,
14, 15, 16, 23, 33, 4]. While QTSP is known to be strongly NP-hard for Halin graphs, the adjacent
quadratic TSP can be solved in O(n) time on this class of graphs [37]. QTSP defined over the set
of pyramidal tours is also known to be strongly NP-hard [36]. Other special cases of QTSP are
studied in [35] along with various complexity results. The k-neighbour TSP [38], Angular metric
TSP [3], Dubins vehicle TSP [34] are also related to QTSP.
For the rest of this paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume that G is a complete directed
graph. Let Q = (qef ) be the matrix of size n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) consisting of the cost of the edge
pairs. Note that (e, e) is a permitted pair. An instance of QTSP is completely specified by Q. The
matrix Q is said to be tour-linearizable (or simply linearizable) if P
there exists a matrix C = (cij )
of size n × n such that Q[τ ] = C(τ ) for all τ ∈ Tn , where C(τ ) := (i,j)∈τ cij . Such a cost matrix
C is called a linearization of Q for the QTSP.
The QTSP linearization problem can be stated as follows: “Given an instance of QTSP with
cost matrix Q, verify if it is linearizable and if yes, compute a linearization C of Q.”
It may be noted that since (the decision versions of) the QTSP and the TSP are both NPcomplete problems, there exists a polynomial-time reduction from one problem to the other. We
are not attempting to find a reduction from QTSP to TSP for some special cases, although such a
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result is a byproduct. The question of linearization is more involved and requires the development
of structural properties of linearizable matrices. Unlike QTSP or TSP, there are no immediate
certificates for linearizability or non-linearizability of matrices. Hence, even containment of the
linearization problem in NP or coNP is challenging.
Linearization problems have been studied in the literature for various quadratic combinatorial
optimization problems [2, 10, 12, 11, 26, 28, 30, 31, 22, 21] and polynomial-time algorithms are
available in all these cases. Unfortunately, the simple characterization established for quadratic
spanning trees [11] and for various bilinear type problems [10, 12, 28] do not seem to extend to
the case of QTSP. The characterization of linearizable instances of the quadratic assignment problem studied in [26] have some similarities to the case of QTSP that we study here. However, to
solve the linearization problem for QTSP one needs to overcome more challenges, which makes it
an interesting and relevant problem to investigate. A family of linearizable cost matrices can be
used to obtain strong continuous relaxations of quadratic 0-1 integer programming problems, as
demonstrated in [21, 31]. Strong reformulations of quadratic 0-1 integer programming problems
are reported in [8, 29] exploiting linear equality constraints. Moreover, strong reformulations of
quadratic 0-1 integer programming using quadratic equality constraints are reported in [18]. As observed in [31], linearizable cost matrices immediately give redundant quadratic equality constraints
and, exploiting the results of [18], strong reformulations of quadratic combinatorial optimization
problems can be obtained. Further, since linearizable cost matrices for any quadratic combinatorial
optimization problem form a linear subspace of the space of all n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) matrices, any
basis of this subspace can be used to obtain strong reformulations [31].
With this motivation, we study the QTSP linearization problem in this paper. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are presented for a quadratic cost matrix Q associated with QTSP being
linearizable. We show that these conditions can be verified by an O(n5 )-time algorithm that also
constructs a linearization of Q whenever one exists. However, it may be noted that the input size of
a general QTSP is O(n4 ) and hence the complexity of our algorithms is almost linear in the input
size in the general case. Our characterization extends directly to the case of complete undirected
graphs. Finally, some easily verifiable sufficient conditions for linearizability are also given along
with some open problems.
The terminology “linearization” has also been used in a different context where a quadratic
integer program is written as a linear integer program by adding new variables and constraints [1,
19]. We want to emphasize that the concept of linearization used in this paper is different.
We conclude this section by presenting the most-relevant notation used in the paper. Let N :=
{1, 2, . . . , n} and Ni := N \ {i} for i ∈ N . All matrices are represented using capital letters
(sometimes with superscripts, hats, overbars, etc.) and all elements of the matrix are represented
by the corresponding subscripted lower-case letters (along with the corresponding superscripts, hats,
overbars, etc.), where the subscripts denoting row and column indices. When the rows and columns
are indexed by elements of N × N , the ((i, j), (k, l))’th element of the matrix Q is represented by
R , etc. Vectors in Rn are represented by bold lower-case letters (sometimes with
qijkl , of QR by qijkl
superscripts, hats, overbars, etc.). The i’th component of vector a is ai , of vector b̄, is b̄i , etc.
Rows and columns of all matrices of size n × n are indexed by N , whereas rows and columns of
all n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) matrices are indexed by edges of G (i.e., by ordered pairs (i, j) ∈ N × N ,
i 6= j). The transpose of a matrix Q is denoted by Q⊺ . The vector space of all real-valued n × n
matrices with standard matrix addition and scalar multiplication is denoted by Mn . Accordingly,
Mn(n−1) is the vector space of all n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) matrices.
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2. The QTSP linearization problem
Let us first introduce some general properties and definitions used in the paper. A matrix C ∈ Mn
satisfies the constant value property (CVP) if there exists a constant K such that C(τ ) = K for
all τ ∈ Tn . A matrix C is said to be a weak sum matrix if there exist vectors a, b ∈ Rn such that
cij = ai + bj for i, j ∈ N with i 6= j.
Lemma 2.1 ([7, 17, 24, 25]). A matrix C ∈ Mn satisfies the CVP if and only if it is a weak sum
matrix (i.e.,Pcij = ai + bj for all i, j ∈ N with i 6= j). In this case, the constant value of the tours
is given by i∈N (ai + bi ).

Two matrices Q1 and Q2 ∈ Mn(n−1) are equivalent modulo a linear matrix if there exists a matrix
H ∈ Mn such that Q1 [τ ] = Q2 [τ ] + H(τ ) for all τ ∈ Tn . Using the fact that the value of a tour
depends on the sum qijkℓ +qkℓij and not the individual values qijkℓ and qkℓij , we obtain the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let Q ∈ Mn(n−1) . Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) Q is linearizable.
(2) Q⊺ is linearizable.
(3) 12 (Q + Q⊺ ) is linearizable.
(4) Q + D + S is linearizable, where D is any diagonal matrix and S is any skew-symmetric
matrix of the same dimension as Q.
(5) Any matrix equivalent to Q modulo a linear matrix is linearizable.

Recall that a matrix C ∈ Mn is a linearization of Q ∈ Mn(n−1) if Q[τ ] = C(τ ) for all τ ∈ Tn . In
this case we say that Q is a quadratic form of C and that the matrix Q is linearizable. Note that the
sum of two linearizable matrices in Mn(n−1) is linearizable and the scalar multiple of a linearizable
matrix is linearizable. Hence, the collection of all linearizable matrices in Mn(n−1) forms a linear
subspace of Mn(n−1) .
The coefficients qijiℓ with j 6= ℓ, the coefficients qijkj with i 6= k and the coefficients qijji can
never contribute a non-zero value to the objective function Q[τ ] of a tour τ . These elements of the
matrix Q they play no role in the optimization problem, therefore, we assume subsequently that
qijkℓ = 0 for all indices i, j, k and ℓ that satisfy i = k and j 6= ℓ or i 6= k and j = ℓ or i = ℓ and
j = k.
To characterize the linearizability of Q, working with the original matrix Q seems tedious because
of several reasons. For example, as Lemma 2.2 indicates, we can add any skew-symmetric matrix
to Q, maintaining linearizability. It is important to restrict Q in an appropriate way to bring some
kind of uniqueness while the generality is maintained. For this purpose, we say that a matrix
Q ∈ Mn(n−1) is in quadratic reduced form if all of the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Q is symmetric.
(2) The diagonal elements of Q are zeros.
(3) All elements of Q with rows and columns indexed by {(n, p), (p, n) : p ∈ Nn } are zeros.
Let us now prove a useful decomposition theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Any matrix Q ∈ Mn(n−1) can be decomposed in O(n4 ) time into a pair (QR , L) of
matrices such that QR ∈ Mn(n−1) is in quadratic reduced form, L ∈ Mn and Q[τ ] = QR [τ ] + L(τ )
for all τ ∈ Tn .
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Proof. Let Q̃ and L̃ be defined as
(
qijkℓ − qijkn − qijnℓ − qinkℓ + qinkn + qinnℓ − qnjkℓ + qnjkn + qnjnℓ
q̃ijkl =
0

if n ∈
/ {i, j, k, ℓ}
otherwise

and
˜lij =

n−1
 P (q

ijkn

+ qijnk + qknij − qknin − qknnj + qnkij − qnkin − qnknj )

if i 6= j

k=1



0

otherwise.

It can be verified that all entries of rows and columns of Q̃ indexed by (n, p) or (p, n) for p ∈ Nn are
zeros. Further, with some algebra, it can be verified that Q̃ is equivalent to Q modulo the linear
matrix L̃. Let D ∈ Mn(n−1) be the diagonal matrix with dijij = q̃ijij . Define QR = 12 (Q̃ + Q̃⊺ ) − D
and choose L ∈ Mn such that lij = ˜lij + dijij . From the discussion above and Lemma 2.2 we have
Q[τ ] = QR [τ ] + L(τ ) for all τ ∈ Tn and that QR is in quadratic reduced form. Finally, it is easy to
see that only O(n4 ) arithmetic operations are required to compute QR and L.

The matrix QR constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.3 is referred to as the quadratic reduced
form of Q. The decomposition (QR , L) of Q is referred to as quadratic reduced form decomposition
or simply QRF decomposition. The proof of Theorem 2.3 provides one way of constructing a QRF
decomposition of Q. It may be noted that equivalent transformations discussed in [9, 26] in the
context of the quadratic assignment problem can be modified appropriately to get another method
for constructing a QRF decomposition.
Theorem 2.4. Let Q ∈ Mn(n−1) and (QR , L) be a QRF decomposition of Q. Then Q is linearizable
if and only if QR is linearizable. Further, if P ∈ Mn is a linearization of QR , then P + L is a
linearization of Q.
Proof. Since (QR , L) is a QRF decomposition of Q, Q[τ ] = QR [τ ] + L(τ ) holds for all τ ∈ Tn . By
Lemma 2.2, Q is linearizable if and only if QR linearizable. If P is a linearization of QR , it follows
that Q[τ ] = (P + L)(τ ) for all τ ∈ Tn .

Thus, to study the linearization problem of Q, it is sufficient to study the linearization problem
of the quadratic reduced form QR of Q. The lemma below is a variation of the corresponding
result proved in [26] for the quadratic assignment problem. Since it is used in our main theorem,
a complete proof within the context of QTSP is given below.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose QR ∈ Mn(n−1) is linearizable and is in quadratic reduced form. Then there
exists a linearization C of QR such that cin = 0 and cni = 0 for all i ∈ Nn .
P
P
Proof. Suppose C ′ is some linearization of QR . Let α := i∈Nn c′in /(n−2) and β := i∈Nn c′ni /(n−
2). Define ai := −c′in + β, bi := −c′ni + α for all iP
∈ Nn as well as an := −α and bn := −β. Moreover,
′
let cij := cij + ai + bj for all i, j ∈ N . Then i∈N (ai + bi ) = 0 and hence C(τ ) = C ′ (τ ) for all
τ ∈ Tn . Now it can be verified that cin = cni = 0 for all i ∈ Nn , which concludes the proof.

Let Q̄ be the principal submatrix obtained from QR by deleting rows and columns indexed by
the elements of the set {(n, p), (p, n) : p ∈ Nn }. Note that Q̄ ∈ M(n−1)(n−2) . For any i, j ∈ Nn with
i 6= j, define Z ij ∈ Mn−1 such that
(
0
if (i, j) = (u, v),
ij
zuv
=
q̄ijuv if (i, j) 6= (u, v).
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Our next theorem characterizes the linearizability of a matrix in quadratic reduced form. Note
that, for n ≤ 3, any quadratic cost matrix is linearizable. So, we restrict our attention to the case
when n ≥ 4.
Theorem 2.6. Let QR ∈ Mn(n−1) be in quadratic reduced form and n ≥ 4. Then QR is linearizable
if and only if there exists a matrix F ∈ Mn−1 (with elements fij ) such that
(1) Z ij (τ ) − Z kℓ (τ ) = 12 (fij − fkl ) holds for every τ ∈ Tn−1 and for all (i, j), (k, ℓ) ∈ τ , and
n−2
(2) n−3
F is a linearization of Q̄ ∈ M(n−1)(n−2) .
Proof. Suppose QR is linearizable. Let C be a linearization of QR satisfying the condition of
Lemma 2.5 and let C ′ be the submatrix obtained from C by deleting its n’th row and column.
Define F via fij := cij for all i, j ∈ Nn with i 6= j. We will show that F satisfies the conditions of
the theorem. Consider any τ ∈ Tn−1 . For any (i, j) ∈ τ , we define the tour τ ij ∈ Tn obtained by
deleting arc (i, j) from τ and introducing arcs (i, n) and (n, j) (See Figure 1).

n

i

j

i

j

Figure 1. Tours τ ∈ Tn−1 (shown on the left) and τ ij ∈ Tn (shown on the right)
with n = 8.
Note that QR [τ ij ] = Q̄[τ ] − 2Z ij (τ ) and C(τ ij ) = C ′ (τ ) − cij . But QR [τij ] = C(τij ), and we
obtain

1
Z ij (τ ) =
Q̄[τ ] − C ′ (τ ) + cij .
(2.1)
2
Similarly, for (k, ℓ) ∈ τ ,

1
(2.2)
Q̄[τ ] − C ′ (τ ) + ckℓ .
Z kℓ (τ ) =
2
Subtracting (2.2) from (2.1) yields
1
Z ij (τ ) − Z kℓ (τ ) = (fij − fkl ) ,
2
i.e., condition (1) of the theorem is satisfied. Now, adding (2.1) for all (i, j) ∈ τ , we obtain
X
X 1
 1

Q̄[τ ] − C ′ (τ ) + cij =
(n − 1)Q̄[τ ] − (n − 2)C ′ (τ ) ,
Q̄[τ ] =
Z ij (τ ) =
2
2
(i,j)∈τ

which implies Q̄[τ ] =

(i,j)∈τ

n−2 ′
n−3 C (τ ).

Thus, Q̄ is tour-linearizable and

n−2 ′
n−3 C (τ )

is a linearization.

Conversely, suppose QR satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem. We will show that QR
is tour-linearizable. To this end, define the matrix C ∈ Mn via
(
fij if i, j ∈ Nn ,
cij :=
(2.3)
0
otherwise.
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Let C ′ be the principal submatrix obtained from C by deleting its n’th row and column. From
condition (1) of the theorem, for every tour τ ∈ Tn−1 and every pair (i, j), (k, ℓ) ∈ τ of edges in the
tour,
2Z ij (τ ) = cij + φ(τ )
(2.4)
holds, where φ(τ ) = 2Z kℓ (τ ) − ckℓ . From condition (2), for every τ ∈ Tn−1 , Q̄[τ ] =
implies

n−2 ′
n−3 C (τ ),

0 = (n − 1)Q̄[τ ] − 2Q̄[τ ] − (n − 2)C ′ (τ )
X
= (n − 1)Q̄[τ ] −
2Z ij (τ ) − (n − 2)C ′ (τ ).

which

(2.5)

(i,j)∈τ

Substituting equation (2.4) in (2.5) yields
X
0 = (n − 1)Q̄[τ ] −
[cij + φ(τ )] − (n − 2)C ′ (τ )
(i,j)∈τ
′

= (n − 1)Q̄[τ ] − C (τ ) − (n − 1)φ(τ ) − (n − 2)C ′ (τ ),

which implies
φ(τ ) = Q̄[τ ] − C ′ (τ )
Substituting equation (2.6) in (2.4), we have, for every (i, j) ∈ τ ,

(2.6)

2Z ij (τ ) = cij + Q̄[τ ] − C ′ (τ ).
τ ij

(2.7)
τ ij ,

Consider any tour
∈ Tn , where i and j are the predecessor and successor of n in
respectively.
Let τ 0 be the tour in Tn−1 obtained from τ ij by shortcutting the path i → n → j using arc (i, j).
Then,
QR [τ ij ] = Q̄[τ 0 ] − 2Z ij (τ 0 )


= Q̄[τ 0 ] − cij + Q̄[τ 0 ] − C ′ (τ 0 )
= C ′ (τ 0 ) − cij = C(τ ij ),

establishing that QR is linearizable with C as a linearization.



Theorem 2.7. The QTSP linearization problem can be solved in O(n5 ) time. Moreover, a linearization of Q can be constructed in O(n5 ) time whenever it exists.
Proof. Given Q, its QRF decomposition (QR , L) can be obtained in O(n4 ) time using the construction from Theorem 2.3. We now test the linearizability characterization of QR given in Theorem 2.6.
Let ∆ := {[(i, j), (k, ℓ)] : i, j, k, ℓ ∈ Nn , k 6= i, j 6= ℓ, (i, j) 6= (j, i), i 6= j, k 6= ℓ}. To verify condition (1) of Theorem 2.6 and construct a linearization, if exists, we have to find fij , (i, j) ∈ Nn , i 6= j,
such that for any τ ∈ Tn , Z ij (τ )−Z kℓ (τ ) = 12 (fij − fkl ) for all (i, j), (k, ℓ) ∈ τ . This can in principle
be achieved by first testing if the matrix P ijkℓ := Z ij − Z kl satisfies the CVP. If it does not satisfy
the CVP for some [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆, then condition (1) of Theorem 2.6 is not satisfied. If the CVP
is satisfied for all [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆, let ηijkℓ be the constant value of tours obtained for the matrix
P ijkℓ . Now we need to solve the system
fij − fkℓ = 2ηijkℓ for all [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆.

(2.8)

If the system is inconsistent, condition (1) of Theorem 2.6 is not satisfied. Using the characterization
of TSP with CVP [7, 17, 24, 25], each of the O(n4 )-many ηijkℓ -values can be obtained in O(n2 )
time.
Since this would lead to a running time of O(n6 ) just to compute the right-hand side of the system,
˜ where
we will now improve this part of the algorithm. To this end, consider the graph H̃ = (E, ∆),
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˜ := {{(i, j), (k, ℓ) ∈ E × E : [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆}, i.e., two edges (i, j) and (k, ℓ) are adjacent in H̃ if
∆
and only if both arcs appear in at least one tour. It is easy to check that H̃ is connected and hence
contains a spanning tree T̃ . Moreover, by exploring the nodes from some arbitrary root node, one
finds a sequence of |E| − 1 rows of (2.8), each of which contains an f -variable that was not present
in the previous rows. Since the first row contains two f -variables, this submatrix has rank at least
|E| − 1.
We can find in O(n2 ) time a spanning tree of H̃ and compute the corresponding (|E| − 1)-many
η-values in O(n2 · |E|) = O(n4 ) time. Such η-values may not exist, and in this case condition 1 of
Theorem 2.6 is not satisfied. If these η-values exist, we proceed as follows. Since every row of this
system contains exactly two variables, it can be solved in time O(n2 ) using the algorithm of Aspvall
and Shiloach [6]. Note that due to the selection of the rows the system will always be consistent,
that is, we will compute a candidate solution F̃ . Moreover, the system is under-determined, since
F̃ + λ1 is also a solution for every λ ∈ Q, where 1 denotes the matrix having all entries equal
to 1. This shows that system (2.8) has in fact rank |E| − 1. Notice also that two rows of (2.8)
corresponding to [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆ and to [(k, ℓ), (i, j)] are negatives of each other. Hence, it does
not matter which one we actually include in the subsystem.
We claim that our candidate solution F̃ satisfies all (remaining) rows of (2.8). To this end,
consider a pair [(i, j), (k, ℓ)] ∈ ∆ of arcs. Let (it , jt ) for t = 0, 1, . . . , m be the (ordered) nodes in the
unique (k, ℓ)-(i, j)-path in the spanning tree T̃ . In particular, (i0 , j0 ) = (k, ℓ) and (im , jm ) = (i, j).
By construction, F̃ satisfies
f˜it jt − f˜it−1 jt−1 = 2ηit jt it−1 jt−1
for t = 1, 2, . . . , m. The sum of the equations yields
f˜ij − f˜kℓ = f˜im jm − f˜i0 j0 = 2

m
X

ηit jt it−1 jt−1 .

t=1

Similarly, for all tours τ ∈ Tn−1 and for t = 1, 2, . . . , m, we have
Z it jt (τ ) − Z it−1 jt−1 (τ ) = ηit jt it−1 jt−1 .
Again, the sum yields
ij

kℓ

Z (τ ) − Z (τ ) =

m
X

ηit jt it−1 jt−1 ,

t=1

P
which establishes that the CVP is satisfied for P ijkℓ and that ηijkℓ = m
t=1 ηit jt it−1 jt−1 . Hence, F̃
satisfies the row of (2.8) corresponding to [(i, j), (k, ℓ)], which shows that this row is redundant.

The parameter λ can be easily determined by enforcing QR [τ ] = (F̃ + λ1)(τ ) for an arbitrary
tour τ . Since 1(τ ) = n, we can set F := F̃ + λ1 for λ := n1 (QR [τ ] − F̃ (τ )).
To summarize, the overall complexity of verifying condition (1) of Theorem 2.6 and computing
a candidate solution F is O(n4 ).
If condition (1) is satisfied, then we need to verify condition (2). This is achieved by testing if
Q̄ is linearizable and if yes, by testing if n−2
n−3 F is one of the linearizations. If Q̄ is not linearizable,
then condition (2) fails. Suppose H is a linearization of Q̄. Then, to verify if n−2
n−3 F is another
n−2
linearization, it is enough to verify if the matrix H − n−3 F satisfies the CVP with the constant
tour value equal to zero. Given H, this can be achieved in O(n2 ) time.
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Thus, the problem of testing linearizability of Q reduces to that of testing linearizability of Q̄,
which has the size parameter n reduced by 1 along with an additive O(n4 ) effort. In the base case
n = 3, QR is trivially linearizable since there only exist two opposite tours that do not share edges.
Thus, if g(n) is the complexity of testing linearizability of Q, we have g(n) = g(n − 1) + O(n4 ),
establishing g(n) = O(n5 ).
To obtain the linearization, construct the matrix C from F according to (2.3). Then C + L is
the required linearization of Q, where L is provided by the QRF decomposition (QR , L) of Q. 

3. Simple sufficient conditions and extensions
The complexity of testing linearizability of Q, although almost linear, imposes limits on applicability of the result outside the theoretical realm. In this section we present some sufficient
conditions for linearizability that can be verified more easily.
The cost matrix C ∈ Mn associated with a linear TSP on a complete directed graph on n nodes
satisfies the (k, ℓ)-constant value property ((k, ℓ)-CVP) if all tours containing the edge (k, ℓ) have
the same cost.
Lemma 3.1. A cost matrix C ∈ Mn satisfies the (k, ℓ)-CVP if and only if there exist ai ∈ Nk and
bi ∈ Nℓ such that cij = ai + bj for all
P i 6= j, i 6= k and j 6= ℓ. Moreover, the constant
P i, j ∈ N with
value of the tours is given by ckℓ + i∈Nk ai + i∈Nℓ bi .
The proof of this lemma can be obtained by making use of the characterization of matrices
satisfying the CVP on complete digraphs. For each row indexed by (i, j) of Q, define Rij ∈ Mn by
ij
ruv

(
qijuv
:=
0

if u 6= v
otherwise.

(3.1)

Lemma 3.2. If Rij satisfies the (i, j)-CVP for all (i, j) ∈ N × N with i 6= j, then Q is linearizable.
Moreover, if L ∈ Mn is a linearization, then lij is equal to the (i, j)-CVP value of tours.

Proof. For any τ ∈ Tn , Q[τ ] =

P

(i,j)∈τ

Rij (τ ) =

P

(i,j)∈τ lij

= L(τ ).



A corresponding result can be derived by considering columns of Q. Another simple sufficient
condition for linearizability is that Q is a weak-sum matrix. A more general version of this condition
is provided below.
Lemma 3.3. If there exist A, B, D, H ∈ Rn×n×n such that qijkl = aijk + bijl + dikl + hjkl for all
i, j, k, l with i 6= j and k 6= l then Q is linearizable.

Proof. Let αij :=

n
P

k=1

aijk , βij :=

for all i, j with i 6= j. Also, let

n
P

bijk , γij :=

k=1
xij be

n
P

k=1

dkij , δij :=

n
P

k=1

hkij and cij := αij +βij +γij +δij

the binary decision variable which takes value 1 if and only
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if the underlying tour contains arc (i, j). Thus, the values of xij completely define a tour. Now,
Q[τ ] =

=

=

n
n
n
n
X
X
X
X

(aijk + bijl + dikl + hjkl )xij xkl

i=1 j=1,j6=i k=1 l=1,k6=l
n
n
n
X
X
X

xij

aijk

i=1 j=1,j6=i
k=1
n
n
X X

xij

+

=
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which concludes the proof.



The result in the previous lemma can be strengthened further by excluding the conditions of the
lemma for some appropriate combinations of i, j, k and ℓ.
So far we have been considering complete directed graphs. Corresponding results can be derived
easily to solve the linearization problem for QTSP on a complete undirected graph Kn .
An interesting related question is to explore the linearization problem of QTSP on other meaningful classes of graphs. The answer will very much depend on the structure of the graph. For
example, if the underlying graph is a wheel, any quadratic cost matrix Q is linearizable. Note that
a wheel on n nodes contains n − 1 tours and we can write a system of n − 1 linear equations, where
each equation corresponding to tour, and the variables are elements of a ’trial’ linearization. It can
be shown that this system is always consistent. We leave the question of characterizing linearizable
quadratic cost matrices of specially structured graphs as a topic for further research.
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